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The statistical physics of off-learning is applied to winner-takes-all (WTA) and rank-based vector
quantization (VQ), including the neural gas (NG). The analysis is based on the limit of high training
temperatures and the annealed approximation. The typical learning behavior is evaluated for systems of
two and three prototypes with data drawn from a mixture of high dimensional Gaussian clusters. The
learning curves exhibit phase transitions, i.e. a critical or discontinuous dependence of performances on
the training set size and training temperature. We show how the nature and properties of the transition
depend on the number of prototypes and the control parameter of rank-based cost functions. The NG-
based systems are demonstrated to give an advantage over WTA in terms of robustness to initial
conditions.
& 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Vector quantization (VQ) is an important family of unsupervised
learning algorithms and has been applied in many ﬁelds, e.g. data
mining, image compression and clustering problems [12]. The main
objective of VQ is to represent the data faithfully by a small number of
prototypes or codebook vectors, measured by the quantization error.
Competitive learning schemes such as the basic ‘‘winner-takes-
all’’ (WTA) approach or batch variants such as the k-means
algorithm aim at direct minimization of the quantization error.
However, such methods are susceptible to conﬁnement in local
minima, leading to far from optimal performance. Numerous
extensions and modiﬁcations have been proposed in order to
overcome this difﬁculty: the self-organizing map (SOM) [9],
fuzzy-k-means [2] and neural gas (NG) [11], to name just a few.
These algorithms have in common that each data point is assigned
to more than one prototype. In particular, NG algorithms replace
the quantization error by related rank-based cost functions [11].
In previous studies we have addressed the dynamics of on-line
VQ and NG schemes which are based on a sequence of single
example data, e.g. [4,19]. Here, we consider training from a set of
examples by means of off-line or batch stochastic optimization of
a cost function. To this end, we apply methods from the
equilibrium physics of learning which were earlier used to study,
amongst others, feed-forward neural networks [7,13,17]. The
approach allows us to investigate the typical behavior of off-line
VQ learning schemes in non-trivial model situations.
Our analysis is based on the so-called annealed approximation
which has proven to yield valuable insights into many trainingll rights reserved.
itoelar@rug.nl (A. Witoelar).scenarios. In particular, it becomes exact in the limit of high
training temperatures, which allows for a simplifying description
of qualitative behavior. The theory and several applications of
annealed approximation and high-temperature limit can be found
in, e.g. [5,7,13,14,17].
Our analysis of VQ and NG shows how invariances with respect
to the permutation of prototypes lead to phase transitions which
govern the training process: A critical number of examples is
required for the successful detection of the underlying structure.
Similar effects of ’’retarded learning’’ have been studied in several
models and learning scenarios earlier, e.g. [5,6,8,10,16].
Extending earlier studies of off-line competitive learning, see
[7,10] for an example and further references, we consider rank-
based training and scenarios with more than two prototypes. We
show that the nature of the transition can change signiﬁcantly
under these modiﬁcations. Here we consider the extensions to
rank-based training and scenarios with more than two prototypes.
We show that the nature of the transition can change signiﬁcantly
under these modiﬁcations.
In Section 2 we describe the cost functions minimized in the
respective VQ learning schemes. This includes the basic WTA and
rank-based cost functions. The high-dimensional model data are
explained in Section 3 while Section 4 brieﬂy describes the
analysis in the equilibrium physics framework. Sections 5 and 6
present the obtained results for systems with two and three
prototypes with emphasis on phase transitions in the learning
curves. A summary and outlook is given in Section 7.2. VQ cost functions
Assume a data set of P examples is given as D ¼ fnm 2 RNgPm¼1.
We consider a system of K prototype vectors W ¼ fwk 2 RNgKk¼1
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Here the last term is constant w.r.t. the choice of W and is
subtracted for convenience in later calculations. Throughout the
following, we employ the squared Euclidean distance measure
dðx; yÞ ¼ ðx yÞ2. In Eq. (1), the normalization PKk¼1 gðrkÞ ¼ 1
of the so-called rank function g is assumed. The argument rk is
the rank of prototype wk with respect to its distance from input
vector n. It can be written as
rk ¼ K 
XK
jak
Ykj with the shorthand
Ykj ¼ Y½dðn;wjÞ  dðn;wkÞ, (2)
where YðÞ is the Heaviside function. Speciﬁcally, we consider





where l controls the soft assignment of a given vector n to
the prototypes. In the limit l! 0, it becomes WTA, i.e. only the
winnerwJ with rJ ¼ 1 is taken into account, g0ðkÞ ¼ dk;1. The costs,
Eq. (1), reduce to the quantization error with












Note that the cost functions considered here are invariant under
exchange or permutations of prototypes. This is different from
supervised learning where prototypes and data vectors carry class
labels. In learning VQ [4,9,12], for instance, the permutation
symmetry holds only within the classes.3. Model data
We study training processes where the examples nm are
generated independently according to a given model density.
We will exploit the thermodynamic limit N !1 and assume that
the number of examples also grows linearly in N, i.e. P / N.









where the prior weights satisfy p1 þ p2 ¼ 1. The cluster centers
are given by ‘B1 and ‘B2 with the separation parameter ‘. Without
loss of generality, we assume that the Bm are orthonormal
with Bm  Bn ¼ dmn. Densities of the above or a similar form have
been studied previously in the context of both supervised and
unsupervised learning, see e.g. [4,7,10,20]. Note that for large
N, the highly overlapping clusters become only apparent in
subspaces that have signiﬁcant overlap with the Bi. Projections
into randomly selected two-dimensional spaces, for instance, do
not display any structure, see [4].4. Equilibrium physics approach
We give a brief overview of the standard statistical physics
analysis of off-line learning [13,17] and refer to [18] for the details.
Training is interpreted as a stochastic minimization of HðWÞ
on the data set D, where the formal temperature T controls the
degree of randomness. This leads to a well-deﬁned thermal
equilibrium: a conﬁguration W is observed with a probability
given by the Gibbs density




Here b ¼ 1=T , the normalization Z is called the partition sum and
the measure dmðWÞ is the NK-dim. volume element. Thermal
averages hi over PðWÞ can be calculated as derivatives of the so-
called free energy  ln Z=b, for instance: hHi ¼ q ln Z=qb.
Note that this type of average describes the system trained on
one speciﬁc data set. In order to obtain generic properties of the
model scenario, an additional average over all possible D is
performed, yielding the so-called quenched free energy [7,13,17]
F ¼ hln ZiD=b. (7)
Proper derivatives thereof yield quantities of interest on average
over the randomness contained in D and over the stochastic
outcome of the training process. In general, the computation of
hln ZiD requires involved techniques from the theory of disordered
systems such as the replica method [7,13,17].
The analysis of thermal equilibrium does not directly corre-
spond to the application of a particular learning algorithm in
practical situations. However, it relates to the use of a speciﬁc cost
function which guides a stochastic training process.
The interpretation of our results can be based on the
observation that Eq. (6) corresponds to the stationary density of
W under a so-called Langevin dynamics for well-behaved
differentiable energies HðWÞ:
qW=qt ¼ rWHðWÞ þCðtÞ, (8)
see [15,17] for a discussion in the context of learning. Here, CðtÞ
is a KN-dim. vector of d-correlated white noise: hGiðtÞGjðt0Þi ¼
2Tdijdðt  t0Þ. The approach outlined above yields properties of the
stationary density PðWÞ resulting from (8), on average over the
data set contained in HðWÞ.
Practical algorithms will not have precisely the form (8), but
one can expect that our results carry over, qualitatively, to more
general learning schemes that are guided by the minimization of
HðWÞ.
We discuss two important simplifying approaches: the high
temperature limit and the annealed approximation.
4.1. High temperature limit
First, we study training at high temperatures which allows us
to use simplifying relations in the limit b! 0. This limit has
proven to provide important insights into a variety of learning
scenarios [7,13,17]. Non-trivial results can only be expected if the
increased noise is compensated for by a larger number of
examples P which scales like
P ¼ eaðN=bÞ. (9)
Because large training sets sample the model density very well,
the empirical average ð1=PÞPPm eðW; nmÞ can be replaced by heix, i.e.
an average over the full PðnÞ. Consequently, training set and test
set performances coincide in this simplifying limit. Following
the calculations in Appendix A, the averaged logarithm of the
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hln ZiD ¼ ln
Z
dmðWÞ exp½eaNhein, (10)
where the rescaled number of examples ea plays the role of an
effective inverse temperature and Nheix is the extensive energy
of the system.
The mean cost heix for high-dimensional data can be expressed
as a function of the order parameters
Rij ¼ wi  Bj and Qij ¼ wi wj, (11)
see [4,20] for the result and details of the calculation. It can
be performed analytically for systems with two prototypes
and involves numerical Gaussian integrals for KX3. The set of
quantities (11) represents the structure imposed by the cluster
center vectors Bj. We can rewrite hln ZiD as an integral over the
order parameters as follows:









where f is called the free energy function,
f ðfRij;QklgÞ ¼ eaheix  sðfRij;QklgÞ. (13)
The right-hand side can be obtained as a function of the order
parameters in closed form. The entropy term s relates to the phase
space volume corresponding to a particular conﬁguration of order
parameters fRij;Qklg.
We can use the saddle-point method to evaluate (12) in
the limit of large N. For N !1, the integral is dominated by the
maximum integrand, i.e. the minimum of f . The quenched free
energy becomes
hln ZiD=N ¼ bmin f ðfRij;QklgÞ. (14)
Hence, given a speciﬁc cost function and training set size ea,
we obtain the typical equilibrium properties of the system
by minimizing the free energy function f ðfRij;QklgÞ with respect
to the order parameters. The corresponding fRij;Qklg describes the
typical properties of the conﬁgurations that dominate the Gibbs
ensemble.Fig. 1. Relevant conﬁgurations in the WTA scenario with two prototypes. The
darker circle symbolizes the Gaussian cluster with larger prior weight. Graph
(a) displays a conﬁguration with one of the prototypes diverging. An unspecialized
two-prototype conﬁguration is shown in (b) and the optimal, specialized state is
shown in panel (c). Note that the two prototypes in (b) would indeed coincide in
the projection but are separated in the ðN  2Þ-dim. orthogonal space.4.2. Annealed approximation
Practical training procedures aim at an efﬁcient minimization
of the cost function. In the statistical physics interpretation
of the learning process, this corresponds to low temperatures.
While the correct treatment of ﬁnite T requires sophisticated
techniques such as the replica trick, a useful approximation
method which is technically less difﬁcult, can be employed to
perform the quenched average hln ZiD.
In the so-called annealed approximation, hln Zin is approxi-








The annealed approximation becomes exact in the limit b! 0
and coincides with the explicit treatment of this limit [13]. At
low temperatures the annealed free energy yields only an upper
bound to the correct one, but the hope is that the position
of minima in terms of the fRij;Qklg is similar. The scheme has
proven useful in predicting qualitative behavior of many learning
systems, e.g. [7,15]. The validity of the annealed approximation is




with GA ¼  lnhexpðbeðnm;WÞÞix, (16)
where GA involves an average over one random input only. Only
for b! 0 this average can be absorbed into the exponent and we
recover the high temperature result.
The calculation of GA can be done analytically for two
prototypes and arbitrary b, as outlined in [18]. The corresponding
free energy function as in (13) for the annealed approximation is
f ¼ aGA  sðfRij;QklgÞ (17)
where the rescaled number of examples a ¼ P=N is independent
of b. Unlike the high temperature limit, in the annealed
approximation the empirical average ð1=PÞPPm¼1 eðW; nmÞ training






which has to be evaluated in the minimum of f .5. Two-prototype systems
Here we discuss typical properties of the considered model
situations as computed in the statistical physics framework. We
ﬁrst concentrate on the system with only two prototypes, which
already displays non-trivial phenomena. Furthermore, signiﬁcant
differences between WTA and NG training can be observed.
Most of the discussionwill be in terms of the high-temperature
limit. We show, however, that the extension to lower tempera-
tures by means of the annealed approximation gives similar
results, qualitatively.
5.1. Relevant conﬁgurations and minima of f
In a system with two prototypes, successful learning should
lead to the representation of each cluster by one of the wi.
However, our analysis of WTA training shows that this type of
conﬁguration competes with two other settings in thermal
equilibrium. Fig. 1 displays a sketch of all relevant situations: In
conﬁgurations of type (a) only one of the prototypes is placed near
the clusters while the second one diverges to inﬁnity. Case (b)
displays a situation with both prototypes in the region of high
density but unspecialized, i.e. the specialization factor
Dm ¼ jR1m  R2mj (19)
is zero for all m. Panel (c) represents prototype conﬁgurations
with Dm40 which we will refer to as specialized.
We ﬁrst investigate the role of the trivial situation, (a), in the
thermal equilibrium of WTA systems. In Fig. 2(a) we have used the
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Fig. 2. Free energy function f vs. Q22 in a two-prototype system at b! 0. The cost
functions are (a) WTA for ea ¼ 2, 1 and 0.1, (b) NG with l ¼ 0:5, 0.3, 0.2 and 0 atea ¼ 1. For both cases, p1 ¼ p2 ¼ 0:5, and ‘ ¼ 1.
A. Witoelar, M. Biehl / Neurocomputing 72 (2009) 1390–1397 1393squared length Q22 of the second prototype as a parameter, while
the free energy function is minimized with respect to all other
order parameters. For all ea, the global minimum of f , i.e. the true
equilibrium state, corresponds to a trivial conﬁguration: Only
w1 contributes signiﬁcantly to the energy eaheix, whilew2 does not
represent any data as Q22 !1. Note that the entropy s grows like
lnQ22 while the energy approaches a constant value in this limit.
Consequently, a trivial minimum of type (a) in Fig. 1 with f !1
will always be present.
For large enough data sets, a local minimum appears at smaller
Q22 where both prototypes play a non-trivial role, e.g. ea ¼ 1;2
in Fig. 2(a). This corresponds to illustration (b) in Fig. 1. Both
prototypes w1;2 coincide in the space spanned by B1;2, differences
in the ðN  2Þ-dim. orthogonal space are reﬂected by non-trivial
conﬁgurations of fQijg.
While the trivial conﬁguration remains the true equilibrium
state, local minima of the free energy are also relevant from a
practical point of view: in a dynamical system approaching
equilibrium, they correspond to metastable states. The time to
leave a metastable state increases with the height of the free
energy barriers conﬁning it. The system can be trapped in a
metastable conﬁguration and typical escape times become prohi-
bitively long in large systems, see e.g. [17] for a discussion.
This ﬁnding corresponds to the observation that initialization
is highly important in practical applications of WTA-based
systems. Given a start conﬁguration, the system will approach
and reside in the nearest stable or metastable state. Consequently,
we expect the local minimum to be relevant in situations where
the prototypes are prepared close to the clusters. On the contrary,
prototypes initialized in regions with very low density of data willreceive virtually no updates and do not contribute to the
representation of data.
In rank-based updates, as for instance in NG algorithms, the
situation should be more favorable with respect to initialization
issues. Here, all prototypes are updated even if they are far away
from the presented data.
The corresponding high temperature analysis of NG training
shows that the trivial minimum with Q22 !1 disappears for all
l40, as shown in Fig. 2(b). The limit l! 0 is identical to WTA.
In NG, all prototypes contribute to the extensive energy by a term
on the order glðrkÞQkk which grows faster than entropy at large
Qkk. The trivial minimum is replaced by a local or global minimum
at large but ﬁnite Q22. The latter disappears completely at large
enough values of the control parameter l. The corresponding
characteristic values of l depend on the training set size ea, the
cluster geometry and parameters of the model density. Hence,
NG systems can be expected to be less sensitive to initialization
in practice. For large enough l, the system is forced to place
prototypes close to the cluster centers, cf. Fig. 2(b). This reﬂects
the beneﬁts of annealing schemes in practical training with,
initially, large l to ensure that all prototypes converge.
In practice, the trivial states could also be avoided by means of
setting proper boundaries to Qkk or imposing a normalization. The
latter would correspond to methods of directional clustering.5.2. Specialization transition in the training process
The model parameters and the size of the training set
determine which of the above discussed conﬁgurations are
observed.
We ﬁrst investigate in greater detail the WTA cost function
with l ¼ 0. For small ea, only trivial conﬁgurations, (a) in Fig. 1, are
stable. Above a characteristic value of ea, a non-trivial unspecia-
lized state of type (b) becomes metastable. We assume now that
the system resides in such a conﬁguration and that the divergence
of the second prototype has been avoided.
Fig. 3 shows that for small values of ea the prototypes remain
unspecialized, i.e. Dm ¼ 0 for all m, see Eq. (19). Both prototypes
w1;2 coincide in the space spanned by B1;2, while their differences
in the ðN  2Þ-dim. orthogonal space are reﬂected by non-trivial
conﬁgurations of fQijg.
The underlying cluster structure is not at all detected as long asea is smaller than the critical value eac . This parallels ﬁndings for
supervised learning in neural networks with two hidden units [5]
or unsupervised learning scenarios [10,16]. Above eac , prototypes
begin to align with the clusters and the system becomes
specialized, i.e. each wi has a larger overlap with exactly one of
the cluster centers. Obviously, exchange of the prototypes would
not alter the value of H or f and the two conﬁgurations are
completely equivalent. In the continuous symmetry breaking
transition, one of the two states is selected as signaled by a
sudden power law increase of Dm for eaXeac. Fig. 3(a) shows the
dependence of the equilibrium values of R11 and R21 on ea in an
example situation. The transition results in a non-differentiable
kink in the learning curve heVQ ix vs. ea as shown in Fig. 3(b).
The critical value depends on the model settings. For instance, eac
will be larger for smaller ‘.
In summary, the generic behavior of the two-prototype WTA
system is characterized by a sequence ðaÞ ! ðbÞ ! ðcÞ with
growing ea in terms of the illustrations in Fig. 1.
Next we investigate the minimization of rank-based cost
functions with l40 in Eq. (1). We observe the same behavior as
in WTA learning at sufﬁciently small rank function parameter l.
However, the critical value eac needed for prototype specialization
and thus successful training, increases with l, see Fig. 4. On the other
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Fig. 3. (a) The order parameters Rk1 of the stable conﬁguration given the number
of example ea for K ¼ 2. The system undergoes a continuous phase transition at a
critical value eacðK ¼ 2Þ  3:70. The parameters of the input density (5) are p1 ¼
0:8; p2 ¼ 0:2 and ‘ ¼ 1 in both panels. (b) The corresponding mean error heVQ ix for
K ¼ 2. The transition results in a kink for K ¼ 2 at eac .













Fig. 4. Critical training set size ac as a function of the rank control parameter l, cf.


























A. Witoelar, M. Biehl / Neurocomputing 72 (2009) 1390–13971394hand, as discussed in Section 5.1, choosing large values of l have the
advantage of avoiding the divergence of one of the prototypes. Note
that the slope deac=dl ¼ 0 for l! 0. Thus, performing rank-based
training with an appropriate annealing of l appears to be a promising
strategy for practical optimization of the quantization error.10−4 10−3 10−2 10−1 100

1.5
Fig. 5. Results for a WTA-based system with K ¼ 2 using the annealed
approximation. (a) The average errors for training set and test set as function ofea for b ¼ 0:1. (b) The scaled critical training set sizes ea as function of b. The
parameters of the input density are p1 ¼ p2 ¼ 0:5, ‘ ¼ 1.5.3. Annealed approximation
We have investigated the specialization transition in the WTA
system with K ¼ 2 using the annealed approximation. This
approach allows us to study the learning behavior at ﬁnitetemperatures. In the annealed approximation, inverse tempera-
ture b and training set size a can be chosen independently and the
performance with respect to training and test data are distin-
guished. Fig. 5(a) shows the average training errors and test errors
for b ¼ 0:1. The difference between etrain and heix decreases with
decreasing b and coincides with the results for the high
temperature limit as b! 0.
The annealed approximation exhibits qualitatively similar
behavior as the high temperature limit: A continuous phase
transition exists from unspecialized to specialized states. The
continuous phase transition results in a kink in the learning curve
for both the training error and test error.
For small b, we observe that ac / b1 which conﬁrms the
scaling ea ¼ ba in the limit b! 0. Furthermore, Fig. 5(b) shows eac
for a wider range of temperature. The annealed approximation
predicts that the specialization transition is still relevant at ﬁnite
temperatures, with eac decreasing with increasing b.
While the annealed approximation becomes exact in the limit
b! 0, it cannot be expected to describe the low temperature
regime accurately. However, it has been frequently conﬁrmed to
reproduce qualitatively correct behavior [7,15]. The exact calcula-
tion of quenched averages at low temperatures would require, for
instance, the full replica approach. Here we conclude that the
simplifying high temperature limit already gives reliable insight
into the qualitative behavior of the model and proceed by
applying it to more complex three prototype systems.
6. Three-prototype systems
The behavior of the phase transitions for K ¼ 3 is qualitatively
different compared to systems with K ¼ 2. Figs. 6(1–6) show the
ARTICLE IN PRESS
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Fig. 7. (a) The order parameters Rk1 of the stable conﬁguration for K ¼ 3, with two
of the three values coinciding in the upper curve. The transition is discontinuous;
solid (dashed) lines mark global (local) minima of f . Here, easðK ¼ 3Þ  eacðK ¼ 3Þ 
4:37 and eadðK ¼ 3Þ  4:40. (b) The mean error hein. The transition results in a
discontinuous drop for K ¼ 3 at the respective eac . The parameters of the input
density (5) are p1 ¼ 0:8; p2 ¼ 0:2 and ‘ ¼ 1 in both panels.
A. Witoelar, M. Biehl / Neurocomputing 72 (2009) 1390–1397 1395relevant conﬁgurations which represent local or global minima of
f . Depending on the cluster structure, for instance, the separation
‘, distinct transition scenarios are observed.
6.1. Small cluster separation
The ﬁrst example we analyze is a WTA system with p1 ¼
0:8; p2 ¼ 0:2 and ‘ ¼ 1.
Similar to the two-prototype WTA system, for all ea, the trivial
global minimum of f is the conﬁguration with only one prototype
converging at the region of high density and two others diverging
(Fig. 6(1)). At their respective characteristic ea, new minima
appear, in order, with two converging prototypes (Fig. 6(2)) and
three converging prototypes (Fig. 6(3)). The relevant metastable
conﬁgurations so far remain unspecialized.
At a critical value eas, a specialized conﬁguration with lower
heVQ ix appears. However, the phase transition is discontinuous or
ﬁrst order, i.e. a sudden jump occurs from an unspecialized to a
specialized state, see Fig. 7. This behavior was also observed in
multilayer neural networks with three or more hidden units [5].
The projections of two of the three prototypes into the
spanðB1;B2Þ coincide close to the center of the cluster with larger
prior weight. Thus the behavior in this example is as follows,
illustrated in Figs. 6: ð1Þ ! ð2Þ ! ð3Þ ! ð5Þ.
Note that, in a generic discontinuous phase transition, one
expects a range of values easpeaoeac where the specialized
conﬁguration corresponds to a local minimum of f , see [5] for
an example in supervised learning. However, for the setting of
parameters considered here, eas ¼ eac within the achievable
numerical precision and we ﬁnd that the free energy of the
specialized conﬁguration is always smaller than that of the system
with Dk ¼ 0. However, a local minimum of f corresponding to
unspecialized wi persists in the range eacpeaoead. While such a
metastable state does not represent thermal equilibrium, its
existence can have strong delaying effects in the practical
optimization of H.
6.2. Large cluster separation
A different behavior can be observed in the K ¼ 3 system in a
scenario with relatively large separation, e.g. ‘ ¼ 4. Again at smallea, metastable conﬁgurations (1) and (2) in Fig. 6 appear as ea
grows.
However, the specialization transition occurs at a much earlier





Fig. 6. Possible conﬁgurations in the WTA scenario with three prototypes. The
darker circle symbolizes the Gaussian cluster with larger prior weight. Graphs
(1–3) display unspecialized conﬁgurations, with two prototypes diverging (1), one
prototype diverging (2) and no prototypes diverging (3). Specialized conﬁgurations
are shown in graphs (4–6), with one prototype diverging (4), low quantization
error (5) and suboptimal performance (6). Note that unspecialized prototypes or
prototypes representing the same cluster would indeed coincide in the projection
but separate in the ðN  2Þ-dim. orthogonal space.two-prototype conﬁguration (Fig. 6(4)) then becomes metastable,
even though no non-trivial three-prototype conﬁguration exists.
The latter emerges directly in a specialized state (Fig. 6(5)) at a
lower quantization error. Here the three-prototype unspecialized
conﬁguration state is absent: the sequence is ð1Þ ! ð2Þ ! ð4Þ !
ð5Þ as illustrated in Fig. 6.
An important feature in this scenario is the presence of local
minima of HðWÞ. The lowest non-trivial minimum of f , i.e. the
optimal conﬁguration of prototypes, has two prototypes repre-
senting the cluster with larger prior, see Fig. 6(5) for an
illustration. A suboptimal local minimum of f corresponds to
the inverted conﬁguration with two prototypes representing the
weaker cluster, see Fig. 6(6). The sequence ð1Þ ! ð2Þ ! ð4Þ ! ð6Þ
in Fig. 6 can also be observed.
In this setting, the minima with conﬁgurations of type (5) and
(6) are similar to global and local minima of the energy HðWÞ,
respectively. Due to its lower value of f , the optimal state is also
the more stable state at all ea. However, in a dynamical context, the
system may still be trapped near the local minima of HðWÞ for
long learning times.6.3. Neural gas
Fig. 8(b) relates to an NG system with l ¼ 0:25 and 0:5 using
the previously described example with larger separated clusters,
‘ ¼ 4. The characteristics of the system with l ¼ 0:25 are similar
to WTA: non-trivial optimal and suboptimal conﬁgurations
appear at certain values of ea, depending on l. Note that while
NG with large l forces the prototypes to be in a non-trivial state, it
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Fig. 8. Quantization error as function of ea for a K ¼ 3 system with (a) WTA and
(b) NG with l ¼ 0:25 and l ¼ 0:5. Here ‘ ¼ 4, p1 ¼ 0:55, p2 ¼ 0:45. The chained,
solid and dashed lines correspond to the illustrations in Figs. 6(4,5,6), respectively.
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with WTA.
For sufﬁciently large l, the energy landscape of HðWÞ changes
drastically. In contrast to WTA and NG with small l, the
suboptimal local minimum of f disappears, see Fig. 8(b) for
l ¼ 0:5. Thus, the parameter l affects the number of local minima
present in f and the smoothness of the energy landscape. The
absence of the corresponding metastable states suggests that the
NG-based system is robust, i.e. insensitive with respect to initial
conditions in practice. This gives NG an advantage over WTA
schemes, analogous to ﬁndings for on-line NG algorithms [20].7. Summary
We have investigated the equilibrium properties of WTA and
rank-based VQ systems along the lines of statistical physics of off-
line learning. The analysis of the learning behavior is based on two
approaches: the high temperature limit and the annealed
approximation. The simplifying high temperature limit provides
exact analyses, yet already demonstrates the qualitative behavior
of the annealed approximation at ﬁnite temperatures.
Both methods allow the study of the landscape of the cost
function, which provides important insights into the training
process. While the analysis concerns equilibrium properties of a
hypothetical training process, its results are indeed relevant for
practical situations. The existence of local metastable states, for
instance, can inﬂuence their outcome drastically.
For, both, two- and three-prototype systems, a critical number
of examples is required before the underlying structure can be
detected at all. While it is obvious that any practical algorithm
should give better performance with larger data sets, our resultsimply a more drastic effect: even the best optimization strategies
will fail below this critical number of data. This parallels ﬁndings
for various other training scenarios and is highly relevant from a
practical point of view: even the best optimization strategies will
fail completely if too few example data are available. The nature of
the phase transition is continuous for two prototypes and
discontinuous for KX3. The metastable states for KX3 show that
long delays may happen in practice even if the critical number of
examples is exceeded.
In WTA-based systems, divergent behavior may be observed if
the training set is too small or the prototypes are initialized far
from the region of high density. Furthermore, the system can be
trapped in suboptimal local minima of the cost function. The NG-
based system is more robust, i.e. for practical algorithms one can
expect NG to be less sensitive to initial conditions. The outcome of
NG training with regard to ﬁnding the optimal conﬁguration will
be studied in greater detail in upcoming papers.
Note that the phase transitions discussed here are found in the
high temperature limit and annealed approximation, which
makes qualitatively correct predictions for high temperatures. In
the exact analysis of training at low temperatures, the nature of
the phase transitions may be different. This could be treated in
further extensions using the replica approach.
The formalism explained in this paper can also be applied to
supervised learning schemes based on cost functions, which will
be the focus of forthcoming projects.Appendix A. Calculation of hlnZiD in the high-T limit




The computation of hln ZiD requires involved techniques from
the theory of disordered systems. A common technique to perform
the average overD is the so-called replica method, which exploits
the relation





For integer n, Zn corresponds to the partition sum of n non-
interacting replicas, i.e. identical copies of the system labeled



















where Heff is given by










Because the examples are independent, we can treat hiD
separately for m ¼ 1;2; . . . ; P. Substituting hiD ¼ hiPx , we obtain
(A.4) as an average over the density described in (5),










Note that different replicas interact in Heff and are generally hard
to be computed.
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which allows two simplifying relations [7,13,17]. First, the
replicas become uncoupled, see e.g. [13]. The n-fold integral
over
Q
gdmðWgÞ are simply n multiplications between identical
onefold integral over dmðWÞ. Furthermore, hexp½bHðWÞiD ¼






see [18] for more detailed calculations. Using the rescale ea ¼
bðP=NÞ as in (9), and inserting (A.6) into the replica relations (A.1),
we obtain the form
hln ZiD ¼ ln
Z
dmðWÞ exp½eaNheðW; nmÞix. (A.7)
Next, we describe Eq. (A.7) in terms of order parameters in (11).
By inserting the integral over the order parameters, it becomes













dðRij wi  BjÞ
Y
k;lpk
dðQkl wk wlÞ exp½eaNhein(A.8)
The description of heix in terms of order parameters fRij;Qklg can
be found in [3,4] for two-prototype systems, and [20] for three-
prototype systems. We introduce the entropy term s which
represents the phase space volume corresponding to a particular















ln det Cþ c, (A.9)
where c is independent of the order parameters and C is the
covariance matrix
C ¼







Q1K    QKK RK1 RK2
R11    RK1 1 0
R12    RK2 0 1
0BBBBBBB@
1CCCCCCCA, (A.10)
see [1,18] for details. We substitute (A.9) into (A.8), to obtain the
ﬁnal form
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